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Precise regulation of MHC gene expression is critical to vertebrate
immune surveillance and response. Polymorphisms in the 5� prox-
imal promoter region of the human class II gene HLA-DQA1 have
been shown to influence its transcriptional regulation and may
contribute to the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. We in-
vestigated the evolutionary history of this cis-regulatory region by
sequencing the DQA1 5� proximal promoter region in eight non-
human primate species. We observed unexpectedly high levels of
sequence variation and multiple strong signatures of balancing
selection in this region. Specifically, the considerable DQA1 pro-
moter region diversity was characterized by abundant shared (or
trans-species) polymorphism and a pronounced lack of fixed dif-
ferences between species. The majority of transcription factor
binding sites in the DQA1 promoter region were polymorphic
within species, and these binding site polymorphisms were com-
monly shared among multiple species despite evidence for nega-
tive selection eliminating a significant fraction of binding site
mutations. We assessed the functional consequences of intraspe-
cific promoter region diversity using a cell line-based reporter
assay and detected significant differences among baboon DQA1
promoter haplotypes in their ability to drive transcription in vitro.
The functional differentiation of baboon promoter haplotypes,
together with the significant deviations from neutral sequence
evolution, suggests a role for balancing selection in the evolution
of DQA1 transcriptional regulation in primates.

balancing selection � cis-regulatory evolution � major histocompatibility
complex � primate molecular evolution

Changes in cis-regulatory DNA sequence can alter the timing,
level, and tissue distribution of gene expression, potentially

modifying the emergence and expression of key phenotypic traits
(1, 2). However, despite its biological importance, relatively little
is known about the nature and patterns of extant cis-regulatory
variation, the evolutionary forces acting on such variation, or the
potential functional consequences of that diversity.

The MHC is a multigene family essential to the development
and activation of vertebrate adaptive immunity. Within the
MHC, the class II region contains the classical genes that encode
the distinct � (A) and � (B) subunits that constitute functional
class II molecules (in humans, HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-
DP). A primary function of these heterodimeric cell-surface
molecules is to present short peptides from extracellular patho-
gens to helper T cells, an interaction that is essential for the
initiation and regulation of adaptive immune responses against
pathogens (3). Because of this, the class II region is genetically
associated with more diseases than any other comparably sized
region in the human genome (4). Furthermore, there is substan-
tial evidence, across multiple taxa, that class II gene coding
sequence has evolved in response to natural selection (5–7).

Cell surface expression of class II molecules is finely and
tightly regulated to balance an appropriately vigorous response
to pathogens with minimal collateral damage to self tissues (4).
Constitutive expression is normally restricted to specialized
antigen presenting cells, e.g., thymic epithelial cells, macro-

phages, and B cells, but expression on other cell types can be
induced by immune activators (3, 8). Class II expression is also
developmentally regulated during immune cell maturation (3, 8).
Precise regulation of class II expression is essential for normal
immune function; defects in proper regulation can have pro-
found immune consequences (9, 10).

Expression of class II molecules is regulated primarily at the
level of transcription (3, 4, 10). Conserved cis-regulatory se-
quence elements in the 5� proximal promoter region, i.e., the
300-bp region immediately upstream of translation start, direct
most aspects of constitutive and inducible expression in class II
genes (3, 8, 11). These elements are short sequences, typically
7–14 bp, that function as transcription factor binding sites.
Additional gene-specific cis-regulatory elements further affect
expression phenotypes (12) and may provide additional levels of
regulatory control. Overall, the proximal promoter region be-
haves as a single functional unit, with the sequence, spacing, and
orientation of the regulatory elements synergistically contribut-
ing to the expression phenotype (10).

Mutations in the proximal promoter region of the human class
II gene HLA-DQA1 (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
database accession no. 146880) significantly affect constitutive
and inducible expression in reporter assays (13). Furthermore,
DQA1 promoter region polymorphisms are associated with
quantitative expression differences in cell lines (14), and they
affect the strength of transcription factor binding (15). More-
over, specific human DQA1 proximal promoter alleles may be
associated with increased susceptibility to a number of autoim-
mune and infectious diseases (16–18).

The overall importance of proper immune regulation, the
observed population genetic diversity of the DQA1 promoter in
humans (19–21), and the demonstrated functional significance
of this diversity make the proximal promoter region of DQA1 a
likely target of natural selection (22). To explore this possibility,
we investigated the evolutionary history of the DQA1 proximal
promoter region in primates and characterized cis-regulatory
variation at both the nucleotide and functional levels. To assess
the functional importance of observed diversity, we used a cell
line-based reporter assay to quantify expression differences
between DQA1 promoter region haplotypes observed in the wild
Amboseli baboon population (23).

Results
Extensive Polymorphism but Not Fixed Divergence Characterizes the
DQA1 Promoter Region in Primates. We sequenced the 270-bp
region immediately upstream of the DQA1 translation start site
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(i.e., the DQA1 proximal promoter region) in 80 individuals from
eight nonhuman primate species (n � 10 chimpanzees, 3 bono-
bos, 1 gorilla, 5 orangutans, 3 siamangs, 53 baboons, 4 rhesus
macaques, and 1 pigtailed macaque) (Table 1, which is published
as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Combining
the 10 published human sequences (19–21) with our sequencing
results, we identified 47 unique DQA1 proximal promoter region
haplotypes across the nine primate species (Fig. 4, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). We
observed 125 mutations, occurring at 113 nucleotide sites in
these 47 haplotypes, yielding an average density of one mutation
every 2.2 bp. The proportion of sites that varied within or
between species (�42%) and the mean number of nucleotide
differences per site between the 47 unique haplotypes (0.071)
were considerable, in contrast to previous descriptions of pri-
mate class II promoter region diversity (24, 25).

The extensive allelic and nucleotide diversity we observed in
the DQA1 promoter region was characterized by a profound lack
of fixed divergence between species. For example, we identified
34 mutations in the 10 human DQA1 promoter haplotypes and
26 mutations in the five chimpanzee haplotypes but found no
fixed differences between the two species (Table 2, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). In
contrast, recent analyses of the initial chimpanzee genome
sequence estimated that fixed differences accounted for 78–86%
of the genome-wide divergence between humans and chimpan-
zees (26). The lack of fixed divergence in the DQA1 promoter
region is also apparent in comparisons of more distantly related
primate species. Remarkably, we found no fixed differences
between human haplotypes and those from three Old World
monkey species (baboon, rhesus, and pigtailed macaque) (Table
2). This is unexpected given that the four species last shared a
common ancestor �25 million years ago (27, 28). In fact, the only
fixed differences we observed involved species for which we had

extremely small sample sizes (siamang, n � 2 unrelated individ-
uals; gorilla, n � 1) and thus may be due to sampling effects.

Under the neutral model, levels of divergence between species
and polymorphism within species should be correlated, because
both are related to the neutral mutation rate (29). The lack of
fixed differences in the DQA1 promoter region, particularly in
light of the substantial polymorphism observed in these species,
therefore suggests balancing selection. Because it maintains
allelic lineages for long periods of time, balancing selection tends
to enhance levels of polymorphism relative to divergence (29).
However, nonselective forces may also influence the ratio of
polymorphism to divergence (30).

Primate DQA1 Promoter Haplotypes Exhibit Widespread Trans-Species
Polymorphism. The elevated diversity of the DQA1 promoter
region in primates may be due to long-term maintenance of
ancestral polymorphism or to diversification after species diver-
gence. To differentiate between these possibilities, we compared
promoter sequences from the nine primate species (Fig. 1A) and
used Bayesian methods to infer the phylogenetic relationships of
the DQA1 promoter region haplotypes (Fig. 1B). The most
probable DQA1 promoter tree shows several well supported
clusters consisting of haplotypes from different species (Fig. 1B).
This extensive trans-species polymorphism is highly unlikely
under neutrality and is expected only after long-term mainte-
nance of allelic lineages, e.g., across speciation events (31–33).
Thus, the occurrence of trans-specificity provides strong evi-
dence of long-term balancing selection (32–34). Although it is
frequently observed in phylogenies of MHC exon 2 coding
sequence (35), the trans-species polymorphism we observe in the
DQA1 promoter region is one of the first examples of trans-
specificity in a primate cis-regulatory region (36, 37).

To quantify the degree of trans-specificity observed in the
primate DQA1 promoter tree, we estimated the minimum num-
ber of ‘‘deep coalescent’’ events necessary to reconcile a gene

A B

Fig. 1. Incongruity of primate species tree and DQA1 promoter region gene tree. (A) Species tree of the nine species from which DQA1 promoter sequences
were obtained. (B) The most probable DQA1 promoter tree topology from the Bayesian analysis, with posterior probabilities of branch support. Branch lengths
for both trees are arbitrary. Species and gene tree were reconciled by using Page’s method (38) for reconciling phylogenetic trees (69).
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tree with the accepted species tree (38). A deep coalescent event,
in this case, describes an interspecific coalescence of alleles. We
compared the most probable DQA1 promoter tree from the
Bayesian analysis (Fig. 1B) to the primate species tree (Fig. 1A)
and found that 37 deep coalescent events are required to account
for the incongruence between the trees. Because there is un-
certainty in the phylogenetic reconstruction of any single tree, we
analyzed the 100 most frequently sampled DQA1 promoter
topologies from the Bayesian analysis and obtained a mean of
37.8 deep coalescent events (95% credible interval of 32–44
events). Under the simplest models of neutrality and drift, there
should be complete congruence between gene and species trees,
and a set of species separated by �4 Ne generations should have
(n � 1) interspecific coalescent events, where n is the number of
species sampled (7, 39). Therefore, the mean of 37.8 interspecific
coalescent events observed in our DQA1 analysis is nearly 5-fold
higher than that expected when there is complete congruence
between the gene and species trees (n � 1 � 8). Our estimate
should be taken with caution, however, because it does not factor
in the effect of recombination, which may lead to an overesti-
mate of the number of trans-specific lineages (40).

This pattern of trans-species polymorphism is particularly
evident in pairwise species comparisons of individual mutations.
For example, 18 of the 34 mutations observed in human DQA1
promoter haplotypes are shared with chimpanzees (Table 2).
Because neutral polymorphism is expected to persist for �4 Ne
generations, the probability of observing polymorphisms shared
between humans and chimpanzees, two species that diverged
�20 Ne generations ago, is extremely low (41, 42). This predic-
tion is supported empirically: a large-scale comparison of 6,700
chimpanzee SNPs and 10,000 human SNPs identified only eight
trans-species polymorphisms (42), and a microarray analysis of
397 human SNPs failed to find any polymorphisms shared with
common chimpanzees (43). Furthermore, shared polymor-
phisms in the DQA1 promoter region were not restricted to
closely related species like humans and chimpanzees. Multiple
shared polymorphisms were observed in nearly all pairwise
species comparisons (Table 2), including the comparisons of
humans and Old World monkeys, species that diverged �25
million years ago (27, 28). This maintenance of substantial levels
of ancestral polymorphism across multiple speciation events,

occurring at different times in primate evolution, supports the
hypothesis of long-term balancing selection on the DQA1 pro-
moter region.

Transcription Factor Binding Sites Are Polymorphic Within and Shared
Between Species. The functional importance of the cis-regulatory
elements in the proximal promoter region of human MHC class
II genes has been examined in great detail (reviewed in refs. 3
and 8–12). The DQA1 proximal promoter region contains four
essential transcription factor binding sites (the S box, X1 box, X2
box, and Y box) that are conserved across class II genes (3). In
addition, this region contains three DQA1-specific binding sites
[the NF-�B box (44), the W box (45), and the J box (46)] that
affect DQA1 transcription. To elucidate the evolutionary history
of these cis-regulatory elements, we analyzed patterns of in-
traspecific and interspecific diversity in the seven binding sites
(Fig. 2).

There was considerable intraspecific diversity in transcription
factor binding site sequence in the DQA1 promoter region. In the
seven species represented by more than one individual (humans,
chimpanzees, bonobos, orangutans, siamangs, baboons, and
rhesus macaques), most binding sites were polymorphic; on
average, five of seven binding sites were variable within a given
species (Fig. 2). Most binding sites were dimorphic, but there
were many examples of three or four different sequence motifs
segregating at a single binding site. Considering just the baboon
haplotypes, for example, there were two invariant binding sites
(NF-�B and X2), three dimorphic binding sites (W, J, and X1),
one binding site polymorphic for three motifs (S), and one
binding site polymorphic for four motifs (Y) (see Fig. 2). Given
the empirically documented importance of binding site sequence
in transcriptional regulation, this segregating diversity has the
potential to seriously affect the regulation of DQA1 expression.

Transcription factor binding site polymorphisms were often
shared among several species (Fig. 2). In some cases, sharing
extended across tens of millions of years of primate evolution. For
example, the same two Y box motifs (A and B in Fig. 2) were found
in four hominoid species (humans, chimpanzees, bonobos, and
orangutans), a group that last shared a common ancestor �12–15
million years ago (27, 28). Interestingly, these two Y box motifs were
shown to have different transcription factor binding affinities and

Fig. 2. Transcription factor binding site motifs in the DQA1 proximal promoter in primates. Letters A–H refer to unique transcription factor binding site motifs,
with the corresponding sequence represented above. W, NF-�B, S, J, X1, X2, and Y refer to binding sites identified in the DQA1 promoter (3, 11, 12). Branch lengths
of the species phylogeny on the left (27, 28) are roughly proportional to the timeline indicated below it. MYA, million years ago.
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were associated with divergent DQA1 expression profiles in humans
(15). Even more striking is the presence of two NF-�B binding site
motifs (A and B in Fig. 2) in humans, chimpanzees, bonobos,
orangutans, and siamangs, a collection of species that last shared a
common ancestor �18 million years ago (28).

Functionally important cis-regulatory sequence may be
more conserved than surrounding sequence because of puri-
fying selection (2). To test whether nucleotide diversity differs
between cis-regulatory elements and intervening sequence in
the DQA1 promoter, we compared the number of mutations
per nucleotide in the experimentally validated transcription
factor binding sites to the number of mutations per nucleotide
in adjacent nonbinding site sequence. We estimated total
mutations per nucleotide because there are 12 instances of
multiple mutations at a single nucleotide, the majority of which
(11 of 12) occur in nonbinding site sequence. Comparing
across the 47 unique DQA1 promoter region haplotypes, the
number of mutations per binding site nucleotide (17�60 �
0.28) is significantly lower (Fisher’s exact test, P � 0.028) than
the number of mutations per nonbinding site nucleotide
(108�210 � 0.51). The preferential conservation of transcrip-
tion factor binding sites suggests functional constraint due to
purifying selection.

Baboon DQA1 Promoter Polymorphisms Have Functional Effects on
Transcription in Vitro. Changes in cis-regulatory sequence affect
phenotype in highly variable and often unpredictable ways (2).
Some changes are silent, others affect transcription factor bind-
ing and�or transcriptional output, and a small subset induce
change in phenotypes related to physiology, behavior, disease
resistance, and life history (47). To assess the functional conse-
quences of mutations in cis-regulatory sequence, we used a
reporter assay system to experimentally determine the effect of
naturally occurring baboon DQA1 promoter region diversity on
transcriptional activation in vitro. We cloned each of the 12
baboon DQA1 promoter haplotypes (size � 310 or 318 bp)
upstream of a luciferase reporter gene. The resulting constructs
contained all seven of the transcription factor binding sites (Fig.
2) found in the DQA1 proximal promoter region. The 12 baboon
DQA1 promoter constructs were transiently transfected into an
immortalized baboon lymphocyte cell line, and the resulting
luciferase activity was quantified.

The baboon DQA1 promoter constructs differed significantly
in their ability to drive expression of the reporter gene in baboon
lymphoblast cells (Fig. 3) (ANOVA, P � 0.00017, F � 6.07, df �
11). Although many of the constructs exhibited similar mean

expression levels, there was a 2-fold range of variation between
the lowest (variant 07) and highest (variant 01) mean expression
values (Fig. 3). This suggests that the intraspecific DQA1 pro-
moter diversity represented in the constructs is both visible to
and differentially utilized by the transcriptional machinery of the
cells.

Discussion
We have documented elevated diversity, a lack of fixed
differences, considerable trans-species polymorphism, and
extensive sharing of transcription factor binding site motifs in
the DQA1 5� proximal promoter region in primates. These
results suggest nonneutral evolution and are characteristic of
genes evolving under balancing selection. The demonstrated
functional effect of promoter polymorphism in the reporter
assay is also consistent with the action of balancing selection,
inasmuch as the result provides evidence for the functional
differentiation of alleles, a necessary condition for natural
selection to act. The preferential conservation of transcription
factor binding site sequence, however, suggests that purifying
selection may be acting in addition to balancing selection,
eliminating deleterious mutations. Evidence of balancing se-
lection shaping patterns of 5� cis-regulatory diversity has
recently been documented in human population genetic stud-
ies of other immune system genes, such as the class Ib gene
HLA-G (48), the class II genes HLA-DPA1 and HLA-DPB1
(49), and the cell surface chemokine CCR5 (50). The HLA-G
and CCR5 promoter regions, for example, showed similar
signatures of balancing selection in human populations: ele-
vated diversity, more polymorphism relative to divergence, an
excess of intermediate frequency alleles, and a deep diver-
gence between allelic lineages (48, 50).

In addition to selection acting directly on the DQA1 prox-
imal promoter region, other evolutionary forces may have
contributed to the observed levels and patterns of diversity.
First, the evolution of the DQA1 promoter region may have
been inf luenced by its proximity, i.e., physical linkage, to the
highly polymorphic second exon of the gene, a coding se-
quence located 4 kb downstream that is known to be evolving
under balancing selection (7). Balancing selection on one locus
increases levels of neutral variation at closely linked sites, as
a function of the physical distance between the two loci,
intensity of selection, recombination rate, effective population
size, and mutation rate (33, 34, 51, 52). In the human genome,
this genetic hitchhiking has the potential to impact neutral
diversity tens of kilobases away from a selected site (33, 53)
and has been proposed to explain the elevated silent site
diversity (53) and increased polymorphism in a pseudogene
(54) in the human MHC region. Second, epistatic selection
may have generated linkage disequilibrium between nucleo-
tides in the proximal promoter region and the second exon. In
this case, the signal of hitchhiking emerges because recombi-
nation between epistatic loci produces relatively unfit haplo-
types that are eliminated by selection (55). Selection against
recombinants has been proposed to explain the strong, long-
range linkage disequilibrium between neutral and selected
sites in 100-kb haplotypes of the human MHC class II region
(56). Examples of epistatic interactions between cis-regulatory
variants and coding polymorphisms were quite common in a
recent survey of human cis-regulatory evolution (47).

Several lines of evidence suggest that the evolution of the
primate DQA1 promoter region is not simply due to linkage
disequilibrium with the second exon. First, although hitchhik-
ing may have some inf luence on neutral diversity over a large
chromosomal region, theory predicts that the strength of the
effect decreases rapidly with increasing chromosomal distance
(51, 52, 55). Likewise, empirical studies have shown that the
elevated diversity and signatures of selection found in the

Fig. 3. Luciferase activity induced by baboon DQA1 promoter haplotypes in
a transient transfection reporter assay. Bars represent luciferase activity of 12
different baboon DQA1 promoter constructs calculated as the ratio of firefly
to Renilla (coreporter) luminescence. Error bars represent standard error of
the mean estimated from three replicate experiments. Numbers on the x axis
correspond to the unique baboon DQA1 promoter haplotypes, and ‘‘Empty’’
refers to the promoter-less pGL3 basic reporter construct.
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second exon of MHC loci decay rapidly in f lanking intronic
sequence [i.e., within a few hundred base pairs in human class
I (57) and class II loci (58)] and neighboring exons (52). This
rapid decay was also apparent in the MHC genes of fish and
birds, taxa with very different demographic, selective, and
recombination histories (59, 60). Second, recent models of
trans-species polymorphism (and their application to empirical
data sets) demonstrated that the probability of observing a
trans-species polymorphism at neutral sites located �1 kb
away from the selected site is very low and that regions of
trans-specificity are quite short, at most a few hundred base
pairs (32). This suggests that the strong signal of trans-species
polymorphism we observe in the DQA1 promoter region is not
likely to be a result of hitchhiking, considering the nearly 4 kb
of sequence that separates the promoter and second exon.
Third, although the linkage between DQA1 promoter and
second exon is often described as strong, there is considerable
evidence for recombination, both historical and recent, be-
tween these loci in human populations (19, 20). These recom-
bination events have the potential to break down linkage
disequilibrium and mitigate the hitchhiking effect (7, 52, 53,
55). Finally, DQA1 promoter sequence variation has clear
functional consequences on transcriptional regulation in vitro,
as shown in human (13–15) and baboon (Fig. 3) experiments.
Considering the strong signatures of balancing selection in the
DQA1 promoter region sequence, the demonstrated functional
significance of diversity in the region, and the dire conse-
quences of aberrant class II expression, it is unlikely that this
cis-regulatory region is evolving as a neutral locus and that the
patterns we report are due to linkage effects.

The model of balancing selection operating in the DQA1
promoter region is presumably pathogen-driven and most
likely involves a combination of heterozygote advantage (over-
dominance), frequency-dependent selection, and�or selection
that varies in time or space. Of these, overdominant selection
for multiple expression phenotypes has been a primary hy-
pothesis for the maintenance of MHC class II promoter region
diversity (22, 61). This is based on the idea that functional
cis-regulatory diversity within an individual confers additional
range and f lexibility in important parameters of transcrip-
tional output (e.g., site, timing, and responsiveness to cyto-
kines), which facilitates a more precise, context-specific im-
mune response. Overall, this would translate into a relative
fitness benefit for the heterozygote (22, 61). The plausibility of
tissue-type overdominance has been demonstrated in the
HLA-DQB1 promoter region, where the relative expression
levels associated with two promoter haplotypes were reversed
in different cell types (62).

The present study is among the first to demonstrate a role for
balancing selection in cis-regulatory evolution in primates and adds
to a growing list of studies linking cis-regulatory mutations and
phenotypic variation. Future studies integrating molecular evolu-
tionary and functional analyses will greatly enhance our under-
standing of cis-regulatory structure, function, and evolution.

Materials and Methods
Primate Sequences. Human DQA1 promoter sequences came
from diversity surveys of European and North American pop-
ulations (19, 20, 63). Genomic DNA samples for eight nonhuman
primate species were obtained from several sources (Table 1).
The DQA1 proximal promoter region, i.e., from �282 to �13
upstream of the translation start site, was PCR-amplified by
using a touchdown program. Two forward primers, DQApFor
(5�-CAGACATGCACACACCAGAGAA-3�) and DQApForII
(5�-TGCACACACCAGAGAAGATTCC-3�), were used in sep-
arate reactions with the reverse primer, DQApRev (5�-
GGATCATCYTCTTCCCAAGG-3�). PCR product was puri-
fied and sequenced directly. Heterozygous PCR product was

cloned, and plasmid DNA was isolated from multiple positive
transformants. Sequences were produced by using the BigDye
Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA) and analyzed on an ABI 3700 capillary
sequencer. Multiple identical clones were obtained for each
putative DQA1 promoter haplotype to reduce PCR artifact.
Mendelian inheritance was confirmed in parent–offspring dy-
ads. No more than two sequence variants were identified per
individual, confirming that a single locus was amplified.

Sequence Analysis. Sequences were assembled by using Se-
quencher 4.2 (Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI) and aligned by using
ClustalW (64). Estimates of DQA1 haplotype sequence diversity
were calculated by using DnaSP 4.00.6 (65). The mean number
of nucleotide differences per site between haplotypes (�) was
calculated by using the Jukes and Cantor correction for multiple
hits per site. The model of sequence evolution that best fit the
DQA1 promoter alignment, HKY�G, was determined by using
hierarchical likelihood ratio tests in Modeltest 3.07 (66). To infer
phylogenetic relationships, Bayesian analysis incorporating the
model structure specified by Modeltest was implemented by
using MrBayes 3.0b4 (67). The analysis was run for 5 million
generations with a sampling interval of 500 generations. Poste-
rior probabilities were derived from trees sampled after the
initial burn-in of 1 million generations. Two DQA1 promoter
alleles found in both chimpanzees and bonobos were included for
both species only in the phylogenetic analysis. To quantify the
degree of incongruity between the species tree and DQA1
promoter phylogeny, we used the method of reconciled trees (38,
68) in GENETREE 1.0 (69).

Reporter Assay. The 12 baboon DQA1 proximal promoter hap-
lotypes were cloned into the pGL3 basic firefly luciferase
reporter construct (Promega, Madison, WI). Eleven constructs
were 310 bp long (from �303 to �7 after translation start),
whereas one (Pacy 02) was 318 bp because of an 8-bp insertion
at �22. Construct fidelity was verified by sequencing. For each
experiment, 4.5 �g of experimental construct was transiently
transfected, along with a Renilla luciferase coreporter (0.5 �g),
into 3 million cell aliquots of the baboon lymphoblast cell line
26CB-1 (ATCC CRL-1495) using Nucleofector Kit V (AMAXA
Biosystems, Gaithersburg, MD). Cells were maintained in 90%
RPMI medium 1640�10% FBS according to American Type
Culture Collection instructions. Cells were harvested 24 h after
transfection. Firefly and Renilla luminescence were measured in
relative light units by using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay
System (Promega) on a Turner Designs 20�20 luminometer.
Luciferase activity for each construct was calculated as the ratio
of firefly to Renilla luciferase luminescence for three replicate
experiments. All baboon DQA1 promoter constructs activated
reporter gene expression at significantly higher levels (�2 orders
of magnitude) than the pGL3 basic construct lacking upstream
promoter sequence (‘‘Empty’’ in Fig. 3). A one-way ANOVA was
used to determine whether the mean expression values differed
significantly among the 12 experimental constructs.
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